The HITRAN Application Programming Interface (HAPI) is a powerful tool for working with spectroscopic data in the gas phase. HAPI provides access to the capabilities of the HITRANonline (http://hitran.org) web information system with the recent edition of the HITRAN2016 spectroscopic database. Besides an access to HITRANonline, HAPI allows working with user-supplied data. Among the capabilities are data filtering and analysis, as well as modeling of gas absorption with the fine tuning of many parameters (gas mixture, path length, instrumental function, temperature, and pressure).

In this talk we present the update for HAPI (v.2.0) which has the following features: 1) access to line-by-line spectroscopic transitions and experimental cross-sections from HITRAN2016; 2) access to the metadata for molecules from the line-by-line part, and more than 300 molecules from the cross-section part, as well as for the database bibliography; 3) seamless use of the foreign broadening and shifting parameters, and non-Voigt line profiles, relevant for atmospheric and planetary applications; 4) use of the custom CPF implementations; 5) updated partition sums from the recent TIPS software covering wider temperature ranges; 6) line mixing support. The new version features HAPIEST (HAPI and Efficient Spectroscopic Tools) – a portable graphical user interface providing access to HAPI features. HAPI v.2.0 is available at the official HITRANonline site as well as through the Github repository (https://github.com/hitranonline/hapi). The HAPIEST open source package with binary installers will be available at HITRANonline upon release. This effort is supported through the NASA AURA (NNX 17AI78G) and NASA PDART grants (NNX16AG51G).
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